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This book teaches you how to build custom ASP.NET Web sites from the ground up. An expert team of authors uses their extensive ASP.NET programming experience to give you hands-on instruction in the best way to create Web sites with ASP.NET and C#. This completely updated edition features new examples, and all code is written and tested for ASP.NET version 1.1.
What you will learn from this book     

	Fast ASP.NET site construction using Microsoft’s new, free Web Matrix tool
	How to install and configure ASP.NET
	Basic programming principles for C#, such as variables, control structures, and procedural programming 
	Techniques for applying these principles as you develop ASP.NET pages
	The minimum amount of object-oriented programming necessary to work successfully and efficiently with ASP.NET
	Key differences between ASP.NET 1.0 and 1.1, how to use the examples in this book with either version, and how to move from 1.0 to 1.1
	Techniques for extending your ASP.NET sites to incorporate related tools and technologies, such as using ADO.NET for data source access, Web Services for inter-site communication, and Server Controls to facilitate code maintenance and reuse
	How you can make your ASP.NET site production-ready through proper debugging, optimization, and security


Who this book is for     

This book is for beginners who have no previous experience with ASP, C#, XML, object-oriented programming, or the .NET framework. A little knowledge of HTML is useful, but not essential. All the concepts you need to create dynamic ASP.NET Web sites are presented and explained in full.     

Wrox Beginning guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and technologies easier than you think, providing a structured, tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.          
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The Competitive Internet Service Provider: Network Architecture, Interconnection, Traffic Engineering and Network DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Due to the dramatic increase in competition over the last few years, it has become more and more important for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to run an efficient business and offer an adequate Quality of Service. The Competitive Internet Service Provider is a comprehensive guide for those seeking to do just that.   

   Oliver...
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What to Do When Things Go Wrong: A Five-Step Guide to Planning for and Surviving the Inevitable?And Coming Out AheadMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		
			Manage every business problem like you were born for it?from a problem customer to a career-threatening crisis

		


		
			It’s not being negative or pessimistic to assume that something will always go wrong in business and in your career. It’s being realistic. What you do when crisis...
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PMP Exam Cram™ 2, Second EditionQue, 2005
The PMP Exam Cram 2, Second  Edition provides PMP exam candidates a condensed and focused study  vehicle. Organized for optimal learning of criccal project management steps, it  covers all objective areas presented by PMI. Candidates using the PMP Exam Cram 2, Second...
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Adventures of a Currency Trader: A Fable about Trading, Courage, and Doing the Right Thing (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Praise for ADVENTURES of a CURRENCY TRADER


	"A truly easy, unique, and enjoyable read! Rob has done it once again to teach us in the funniest way possible how not to make the most common trading mistakes. If you are tired of reading how-to books, this is perfect for you. I highly recommend this book to all traders....
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Decision Theory: Principles and Approaches (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Decision theory provides a formal framework for making logical choices in the face of uncertainty. Given a set of alternatives, a set of consequences, and a correspondence between those sets, decision theory offers conceptually simple procedures for choice. This book presents an overview of the fundamental concepts and outcomes of rational decision...
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MATLAB: An Introduction with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
An effective way to become MATLAB® proficient!
    Now updated to reflect MATLAB®, Version 7, this practical guide offers an introduction to understanding and using this powerful program. Starting with basic features, the book covers everything needed to use MATLAB effectively––from...
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